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Over the summer, Bigin by Zoho CRM and the SMB Group curated 
the 2023 State of Customer Operations for U.S. Small Businesses survey. 

This was released to 1,500 US-based small businesses, 
companies with under 100 employees.

Below are the most noteworthy findings:
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Ease of use, time efficiency, quick deployment and value
were the most popular factors in determining the right CRM for a small business.
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Improves employee productivityValue for the moneyEasy to deploySaves us timeEasy to learn to use

Has the features I need, but isn’t too complex Designed exclusively for small businesses Readily available support to help us get started

Ongoing support is easy to access High ratings from other small businesses

56% of survey respondents don't use a CRM to manage customer data, with
39% using a combination of spreadsheets, email, and personal productivity tools, 9% using

a combination of siloed applications, and 8% using manual methods  like pen and paper.
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38.6 %

9.4 %

7.9 %

We use a customer relationship management (CRM) system
that provides most or all of the functionality we need
(e.g., Zoho CRM, Salesforce, Hubspot, etc.)

We use several different individual applications from
different vendors for different functions.

We use a combination of spreadsheets, email and personal
productivity tools (e.g., Google Suite, Microsoft Office, etc.)

We use manual methods (e.g., pen and papper)

The top four challenges that small businesses face today are growing revenue, attracting new 
customers, improving employee productivity, and improving customer experience.
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Achieving/maintaining profitabilityMaintaining customer dataLead generationAttracting new customers

Growing revenue Achieving/maintaining cash flow Attracting & retaining quality employees Improving customer experience

Improving employee productivity Reducing customer churn Other (Please specify)

Yes No Not Sure

Yes: 64.65 %

Not Sure: 20.75 %

No: 14.60 %

Two-thirds of respondents who don't use a CRM solution think that using a unified CRM 
solution would make their customer-facing operations work easier and more efficient.

Of the CRM users, 58% claimed to be "very satisfied" with how they conduct business.

Somewhat Dissatisfied Very DissatisfiedNeutralSomewhat SatisfiedVery Satisfied
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Increase: 64.1 %

Stay The Same: 29.2 %

Not Sure: 2.3 %

Decrease: 4.5 %

Increase Stay The Same Not Sure Decrease

Overall, 64% of surveyed small businesses were positive about their 
revenue growth in 2024 compared to 2023.

42% of respondents save 5-10 hours a week thanks to their CRM.

1-5 Hours: 13.71 %

5-10 Hours: 42.14 %

10-15 Hours: 33.91 %

15+ Hours: 10.25 %

1-5 Hours 5-10 Hours 10-15 Hours 15+ Hours

More than half of the respondents (52%) spend over $100 for their CRM. 

When asked about why their business isn't considering a CRM system, nearly half of the 
respondents (48%) mentioned that their company is too small to need one.

We’ve done free trials of CRM systems but they seemed too hard to use People are resistant to learning how to use new software

We are satisfied with how we do things todayOur company is too small to need one We’ve never considered using a CRM system

We’d have to change our processes to use a CRM system It would take too long for people to learn how to use

We tried one in the past, and it didn’t work well for usLack of budget

95% of CRM users rated their customer experience as excellent (55%) or good (40%), 
while non-CRM users held a generally lower opinion of their customer service.

PoorFairGoodExcellent
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Nothing, we only use free solutions: 4.5 % 
 

$10-$19 per month: 4.6 %

$20-$49 per month: 11.6 %

$50-$99 per month: 19.8 %

$100-$200 per month: 23.7 %

$300-$400 per month: 16.4 %

More than $400 per month: 11.7 %

Not sure: 7.7 % 

Nothing, we only use free solutions $10-$19 per month $20-$49 per month $50-$99 per month $100-$200 per month

$300-$400 per month More than $400 per month Not sure
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